
We build our products for a special client...you!

www.laflamme.com

WOODdoors and windows—
a timeless choice!
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ENJOY
the view

And then there
WAS LIGHT…
Light surrounds us. It is our portal to the world, our way of
adding drama to rooms and filling homes with warmth.

LAFLAMME understands how important light is to your
home. That’s why our products capture as much light as
possible, letting it cascade and sparkle through an array of
shapes and patterns to make any room a work of art. At
LAFLAMME, our windows and doors aren’t just functional—
they’re things of beauty.

Committed
to QUALITY

We use only the finest materials in our products—superb
craftsmanship is at the heart of everything we do. Our experts
are devoted to building the perfect window and door. Our
in-house research center is at the forefront of new materials
and manufacturing techniques. And rigorous quality control
means our products meet the highest standards for both the
Canadian and US markets.

THIS IS OUR ISO 9001 COMMITMENT.

NEVER compromise on
the place where you live and
love—choose LAFLAMME.

Nothing’s more comfortable than a home fitted
with LAFLAMME windows and doors. Built to
the highest standards with innovative technology,
they make your home an oasis of comfort and
security year round.

With virtually unlimited window and door styles
plus a full array of options and accessories,
LAFLAMME is your partner in flexible home design.

Never compromise on the place where you live
and love—choose LAFLAMME.
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Whatever your home project is, LAFLAMME has a product line that’s right for
you. Simply ask our knowledgeable customer support team about the wide array
of options available—LAFLAMME has a look for any home or interior decor.
Whether you’re building a new home, remodeling, or replacing your old
windows and doors, we have the choices and flexibility to give you free rein in
home design.

LIGHT. STYLE. CHARACTER.
Windows and doors can add so much to your
home. They protect you from the elements and
serve as lasting symbols of taste and elegance.
Well-designed windows and doors transform an
ordinary home into the extraordinary, the envy
of neighbors and passersby.

All LAFLAMME products marry style with
function—they’re beautiful from the outside in.
Choose convenient features like casement and
double-hung windows that are easy-to-clean
from the inside. Opt for aluminum or vinyl
cladding and a wide variety of styles, shapes,
and colors without ever compromising on
quality—your home deserves no less.

Your windows and doors may be with you for
life make sure you choose the best.

Blending
Beauty and

CRAFTSMANSHIP

A LOOK
for any HOME
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Beautifully
Durable

With its rich, inviting warmth and superior thermal insulation,
wood is a natural choice for a beautiful home. LAFLAMME
builds on over 60 years of experience in manufacturing
superior wood products for lasting beauty both inside
and out.

At LAFLAMME, our naturally beautiful wood windows and
doors start with select clear pine that is kiln dried and
treated to prevent shrinking, swelling, and splitting. Strong
and durable, our products come in both clad and non-clad
versions. For maintenance-free exteriors, choose vinyl or
aluminum cladding. It resists fading, chalking, and
corrosion and can fit seamlessly into any exterior design
with our custom color matching system. For a warmer,
more organic look inside and out, choose our all-pine
products, which you can paint or stain to match any
interior or exterior decor. Whatever you decide, rest
assured that fine craftsmanship, elegant styling, and
precise detailing are guaranteed.

Wood outweights other materials in aesthetics beauty and
for structural purposes. Make sure you look at the amount
of wood in our products; after all, cladding is only an
option added to our true wood window.



Mole Forest Green Brownstone Commercial
Brown

Black Sandalwood White

7 STANDARD COLORS
available for our
WOODALUMINUM

extrusion clad windows
Possibility of matching any other color sample.

Colors shown may not be exact and should

be used for planning purposes only.



HERITAGE

Selection of
MOULDINGS

AND FRAMES
available

LAFLAMME wood casement windows are
also available in bay or bow styles.

HERITAGE

HISTORIA

The Heritage wood casement window adds warmth to any
room. Carefully detailed, its elegant profile and unique
structural design let more light into your home and offer a
better view of the world outside.

Like all LAFLAMME products, the Heritage is built to perform.
Robust, durable hardware means it opens and closes easily
and shuts tightly against the elements. For total comfort
and convenience, the Heritage features a warm-edge spacer
in all glazing units and a sash that opens 90° for easy cleaning
from inside.

The Heritage is available in two styles:

- All wood

- Wood with aluminum extrusion cladding

Our Historia awning wood window is identical to our
Heritage casement window but is hinged at the top of the
sash for maximum ventilation.
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EXTRUDED
ALUMINIUMBRICK
MOULDING
(# 45032)

HISTORIA

FRAMEWITHWOOD
BRICK MOULDING
(# 15046) WITH
SILL NOSING

Bronze hardware and screen
are standard on Heritage
and Historia

White hardware and screen upon
request without additional charge

Bright brass hardware and screen
(as an option)

“Encore” hardware is now standard on Heritage and
Historia windows.New



FEATURES and BENEFITS OPTIONS

– 1 3/4” wood sash
– 4 5/8” frame
– Structural design with continuous head and sill
– Preservative-treated wood components
– Finger-jointed pine for easy painting
– “Encore” hardware, standard

– High-performance glass*
– Aluminium extrusion cladding in 7 standard colors
– Virtually unlimited grille and SDL patterns
– Factory-installed jamb extension
– Available in architectural and bay & bow styles
– Clear pine for easy staining
– Multipoint locking mechanism

* See page 17 for more information.



HARMONY

HARMONY

Selection of
MOULDINGS

AND FRAMES
available

The Harmony double-hung wood window combines classical
appeal with convenience. Meticulously designed to give
your home the elegance only wood provides, the Harmony
is in an aesthetic category all its own.

The following unique features are your reward when you
choose the Harmony:

- Timeless bronze hardware

- Beige jamb liner to match pine interior

- Flush-mounted sash lock and latches for improved
appearance

- Attractive fingertip latch release for easy operation
and greater structural performance

The Harmony is available with a hands-off aluminum extrusion
clad exterior. And like all LAFLAMME windows, it is designed
for longlasting ease of use. Spring-loaded latches make the
sashes easy to tilt in for easy cleaning. A coil balance system
within the jambliners means the sashes slide almost effort-free.
Attractive upper and lower glazing stops serve as handles
for simple opening and closing.

Rounding out the Harmony’s impressive list of features is its
energy efficiency. With high-performance fin-seal weather-
strips along the window edges, triple weatherstripping at
the meeting rail, and PVC jambliners with weather barrier
compression foam, the Harmony seals your home tightly
against any kind of weather.
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EXTRUDEDALUMINUM
BRICK MOULDING
(#45100) WITH
NAILING FIN (#33103)

FRAMEWITHWOOD
BRICK MOULDING
(#15046) WITH SILL
NOSING

Flush-mounted sash lock and latches
for improved appearance

EXTRUDED
ALUMINIUMBRICK
MOULDING
(# 45032)



FEATURES and BENEFITS OPTIONS

– 1 3/4” sash
– 4 5/8” frame
– Preservative-treated wood

components
– Finger-jointed pine for easy painting
– Cam-action sash lock for improved security
– Spring-loaded latches
– Constant force coil balance

– High-performance glass*
– Aluminium extrusion cladding in 7 standard colors
– Virtually unlimited grille and SDL patterns
– Factory-installed jamb extension
– Available in architectural and bay & bow styles
– Clear pine for staining
– Cottage style with a bottom sash higher than the top sash

* See page 17 for more information.
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Beauty and Design
That Lasts

LEGEND
RIVIERA

LEGEND

RIVIERA

Patio doors take a lot of punishment. Opened
and closed several times a day and exposed to
the four seasons, your patio doors must stand
up to any kind of treatment.

LAFLAMME wood patio doors offer you the
natural beauty of wood backed by advanced
technology for years of trouble-free use.

Our Legend and Riviera sliding wood patio doors are the
perfect blend of innovation, attention-getting design, and
superior construction techniques and materials. And since
they slide instead of swing in to open, they blend subtly
into any room if space is at a premium.

The Legend features smaller rails and stiles (2 1/2”) to let
more light into your home for a more open, airy feel. The
Riviera patio door offers you a more traditional, timeless
look with 4 1/2" rails and stiles.

Wide variety of hardware
finishes (bright brass, antique
brass, brushed chrome, etc.)



STANDARD FEATURES OPTIONS

The Legend and Riviera come in natural pine. The standard
height of our doors is 6’9”, but they are also available in 8’ for
an even more impressive view of your surroundings. Both doors
are weathertight and equipped with tandem rollers and
adjustable ballbearing steel wheels to ensure durability and
smooth operation. What’s more, core-laminated sash panels
help eliminate warping.

For added elegance, brass hardware is standard on the Riviera.

– Press-fit aluminum cladding on door frame in 7 standard colors
– Multipoint hardware
– High-performance glass*
– Factory-installed jamb extension
– Large selection of grille and SDL patterns
– Security foot lock
– Keyed lock

* See page 17 for more information.



HORIZON
Elegance and tradition are the hallmarks of our Horizon
garden door. With a door that swings in to open, the
Horizon features the same attention to detail and superior
materials of other LAFLAMME products.

Looks count for a lot. That’s why the Horizon has high-
quality brass hinges and hardware in an array of finishes.
4 1/2” rails and 6 1/2” stiles ensure the perfect balance of
glass and wood.

Choose from three models for a look that’s right for your
home:

- 6 9/16” Frame

- Jamb-hinged: Garden door

- Post-hinged: Garden door

- Two-panel-hinged: French door

Beyond the appealing aesthetics of the Horizon you’ll find
the same LAFLAMME devotion to quality and innovation.
Four brass hinges are standard on each door to eliminate
sagging and offer smooth operation. A standard multipoint
system locks the door at the top, middle, and bottom of the
panels for maximum security. And, like all LAFLAMME
doors, the Horizon is weathertight, energy-efficient, and
easy to open and close.
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HORIZON

MULTIPOINT
HARDWARE
(STANDARD)

Superior
PERFORMANCE

Our unique multipoint
system secures the
door at the head,
jamb, and sill.



STANDARD FEATURES OPTIONS

The Horizon comes in natural pine. Its standard height is 6’9”,
but it is also available in 8’ for an even more impressive view
of your surroundings. For weather resistance, the Horizon
includes a self-draining. What’s more, the Horizon features a
lever, deadbolt hardware system and multipoint locking system
for maximum security.

– Press-fit aluminum cladding on door frame in 7 standard colors
– High-performance glass*
– Wide variety of hardware finishes (bright brass, antique brass,

brushed chrome, etc.)
– Factory-installed jamb extension
– Large selection of grille and SDL patterns

* See page 17 for more information.
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Architectural windows are at the heart of the LAFLAMME
reputation. Held up to the same rigorous standards as our
other windows, they come in a virtually unlimited variety of
shapes to give you total flexibility in all your home design
projects. Choose from half circle, trapezoid, elliptical,
rake-head, segmental, radius top, transom, and more—the
possibilities are endless.

Your home is already unique. Opt for LAFLAMME architec-
tural windows and make it one-of-a-kind beautiful.

Grilles
Our timeless Georgian-style grilles add
beauty to your windowswhile also making
them easy to clean and maintain.

For the ultimate in elegance, choose a
pencil bar grille in a range of colors and
patterns. If you want to change your
home’s character, opt for a removable
wood grille and paint it to match existing
windows or cladding.

Round out your home’s appeal with a
7/8” or 1 1/4” wood muntin bar. Available
in a wide range of attractive designs, our
wood muntin bar simulates divided lites
to give your home a unique look and
increase its energy efficiency. Add a spacer
bar in the glass unit between the SDL bars
for a more traditional feel.

ARCHITECTURAL
Windows

BAY &
BOWWindows

For the
ultimate

IN ELEGANCE

LAFLAMME bay windows flare gently outwards to make any
room feel bigger and brighter. Bow windows are elegantly
designed to give rooms a subtle sense of shape and contour.
Our bays and bows come with LAFLAMME-standard
features and options with the additional choice of
factory-installed head and seat boards.

SDL BARS

Wood

32mm
1 1/4”

Vinyl or Wood Wood

23mm
7/8”

Vinyl or Wood
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The streamlined design of our Econo-Excel 
sliding window gives you LAFLAMME durability
at a very affordable price. Both sashes open
easily for excellent ventilation, and compression
foam backing in extruded vinyl head tracks
allows the sash to be removed for cleaning and
acts as a weather barrier.

Every Econo-Excel window has a sturdy center
sash lock that opens from the inside.

Every Econo-Excel   
WINDOW

OPTIONS

– Factory-installed jamb extension
– High-performance glass (Excel)*
– Georgian-style sealed grille (Excel)
– Interior vinyl cladding

* See page 17 for more information.

– Kiln-dried, preservative-treated wood frame components
– Superior weatherstrip system
– Warmedge glazing unit

FEATURES and BENEFITS

ECONO-
EXCEL

Streamlined and 
AFFORDABLE



Thin gauge
stainless steel

Primary seal
(PIB)

Pane of glass

Desiccant filling

Secondary seal
(silicone)

Our new COLLECTION +...
of Low-E thermal units! 

LIFETIME WARRANTY – STAR+
This Low-E thermal unit was designed to maximize
the performance of our windows while providing
maximum energy efficiency under the Energy Star
program, leading to lower energy consumption for
Canadian homeowners when choosing these windows.

WARRANTY 15 YEARS – R+
This Low-E thermal unit maximises R value while 
minimising solar gain for your clients looking to buy
windows with the highest R rating.

Sometimes it’s what you don’t see that makes all the
difference. Inside the glazing units of each window
and door is a hidden benefit. Investing in superior
windows and doors pays off down the road in lower
energy bills, furniture and carpet not faded by 
ultraviolet light, and a home that’s comfortable year
round.



Outstanding 
PERFORMANCE

LAFLAMME means reliability—we believe that only the most
stringently tested windows and doors are suitable for your
home. Every window and door undergoes a battery of quality
control tests to ensure you get total satisfaction year after year. 

enjoy 
theVIEW.

The National Fenestration Rating Council
(NFRC) was formed to establish a uniform
method for calculating and testing the thermal
performance of windows and doors.

Intense quality control is an integral part of
the entire manufacturing process: this is
what ISO 9001 certification is all about.
Sometimes it’s what you don’t see in the
product that makes the difference.

An Iron-Clad 
WARRANTY

All LAFLAMME windows and doors are ISO 9001-certified, so
we’re proud to offer a warranty that equals their longlasting
durability. Our warranty—which covers all components of our
products—attests to the confidence we have in our innovative
manufacturing techniques, the dedication of our employees,
and the superior quality of our materials.

But our warranty is just part of our commitment to you, your
home, and the comfort of your loved ones. When you choose
LAFLAMME, you make a lifetime investment in trouble-free
products backed by helpful, reliable customer support. Only
LAFLAMME gives you the style and look you want.

For additional details on warranty, 
please consult our "Warranty" 
brochure available at your dealer.

So go ahead,



338%
more weatherproof *

A Laflamme exclusive (1)

The Hermetica steel door system stops air and water dead in their tracks, thanks to the
exclusive AirStop™ system. AirStop features the Zero Friction™ profile, so that
doors open and close easily, yet seal up tight. It also comes with a weatherproof
water shield, weatherstripping and built-in drainage reservoirs that evacuate
water while keeping cold air out.

THE ONLY STEEL DOOR SYSTEM
built to withstand theWIND AND RAIN,
even at OVER 89 KM/HR!

( 1 ) Patent pending.

* Hermetica doors seal 338% more tightly than their seven
closest competitors.

PERFORMANCE Results

*Minimum required. Test results available on request.
**Other restriction may apply.

Tested samples produced results compliant with the CSA A-440.1 standard.
Laflamme having ongoing product improvement at heart, these results can change without notice.
For up-to-date results, visit our web site at www.laflamme.com

Canadian Standard Type of low-e required to comply with the new
Energy Star Standards (Oct. 1, 2010)**

Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D
Products

HERITAGE A3 B7 C4 R+ or STAR+ STAR+ STAR+ --

HARMONY A2 B3 C4 R+ or STAR+ STAR+ -- --

LEGENDE/RIVIERA To come To come To come To come To come To come --

HORIZON To come To come To come To come To come To come --

EXCEL -- -- -- R+ or STAR+ STAR+ STAR+ --

Airtightness Watertightness Wind Load Resistance
A1* B1* C1*



Tel.: 1-800-463-1922 Fax: 1-800-463-3437

central@laflamme.com www.laflamme.com

Specifications may change without notice.

We build
our products for a

SPECIAL CLIENT...YOU!
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